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The Miner's Cabin
8 Habitat for Humanity Homes

Empire, Colorado
1 acre
2013

Empire, Colorado is one of the rare Gold Rush communities still largely
dependant on mining.  Though located in the poorest county in Colorado, it
has a considerably high cost of housing, few welfare services and is
located in a food desert.  The local Habitat for Humanity has chosen to
respond with 8 new "mutual help" homes in the center of town.  The site is
a one acre parcel currently divided into 8 narrow "trailer lots" that will be
re-platted for a more harmonious relationship to the street and surrounding
neighborhood. The 8 new homes, two 4 bedroom and six 3 bedroom, will
be designed to reflect the existing character of the town.  The homes will
have strong indoor-outdoor connections to maximize living space  and
provide energy efficient envelopes for reduced operating and maintenance
costs.

Planning / Material Library / Home Plans
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Interventions
Portland Projects

Portland, Oregon
built-in / interiors - various sf
2013

These modest interventions in existing homes are a study in grace and
materiality.  Each client brings there own sense of style, comfort and
usability and each home presents a new set of limitations and opportunity

The Raleigh Hills home is a mid-century ranch with an understated but
graceful entry. The natural wood screen leads one into and through the
house, incorporating a new open tread stair and screened porch.

The Cable Hill Library is a single wall built in bureau and bookshelf
designed to balance an awkwardly tall living area.  The cabinet boxes are
constructed of exposed edge baltic birch ply with cherry backing and
sliding panel doors.

The NW Westover home is a beautiful and sturdy 1912 tudor style
structure with an expanded and updated kitchen, breakfast nook, laundry
and powder room.  The client desired a classic shaker style kitchen with
natural and durable surface materials to compliment the home and their
growing family.

Project Manager / DD / CD / CO

NW WESTOVER ROAD TUDOR KITCHEN EXPANSIONCABLE HILL LIBRARY

RALEIGH HILLS ENTRY
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Betelguese / Beetlekill
Foothills Ranch Home

Evergreen, Colorado
1200 sf
2013

This retirement home of a well traveled public nurse is built on her
ancestors original pioneer ranch in the Foothills overlooking Denver.  The
home is designed with durable local materials, including beetle kill pine
siding, interior paneling and cabinetry, moss rock and corrugated steel
siding and a brick thermal storage wall.  The floor plan is open and flexible
with consideration for universal accessibility as the client ages.

Project Architect / PD / DD / CD / CO
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Roots
Clear Creek Music Pavilion

Idaho Springs, Colorado
925 sf
2012

The Clear Creek Music Pavilion was a Homecoming project: a collaboration
of old friends and extended family working with the local municipalities to
create a public performance space.  Situated on existing ball fields, the
building opens towards the town against the backdrop of the mountainside.
The fanned glu-lam joists and supporting beam are held up by two log
columns that extend from the ground and through the floor structure. The
exterior is clad in a dark, aged beetle kill pine while the interior glows with
the natural warmth of pine.  The pavilion is now host to many town events,
river sports awards celebrations and several yearly music festivals.

Project Architect / PD / DD / CD / CO
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Kinesava Cubist
Healey Residence

Springdale, Utah
2660 sf
2011

Designed for a pioneering microchip engineer, this home is conceived as a
series of sleeping and living pods along a central corridor.  The client
wanted drama and grandeur, yet contained within an energy efficient and
modest sized home.  With the request for expansive windows and tall
ceilings, the design counters with a super insulated envelope and several
earth coupled rooms.  The interior is cool, clean and modern in shades of
gray with enduring natural surfaces, including wood floors, dramatic
granite counters and bathing spaces and cherry panel walls.  To round out
the clients wish for active entertaining, the home includes a swimming pool
surrounded by the desert flora, a roof deck and a conditioned climbing gym
within the garage.

Project Manager / PD / DD / CD / CO
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The Painter & the Irreverent Reverend
Virgin River Residence

Virgin, Utah
1980 sf
2009

On a bluff above the Virgin River, sits a modest home, the latter year retreat
of a pair of British expatriots.  The home is a desert vessel meant to hold
and protect a post-modern art collection and mix of moqui balls, driftwood
and native pottery.  The exterior is encased entirely in rusting corrugated
steel that blends with the red dirt and cliffs of the canyon.  The interior is
soft and bright, with warm cherry wood detailing, white plaster and a
stained concrete floor.  Built of simple spanning SIPs, the vaulted living
space is supported by a single simple truss, held in tension by the retired
logdge pole from the local sweat lodge.  The home was designed not only
for simplicity of life and form, but also of construction.  Built by the owner,
friends and neighbors, the home is truely of and defined by its place.

Project Manager / PD / DD / CD / CO
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Pinwheel Vistas
Cliffrose Lodge & Gardens Expansion

Springdale, Utah
10,650 sf
2009

The Cliffrose Suites sit along the Virgin River and Zion Canyon Bike Path at
the mouth of the national park.  The buildings each radiate spatially and
visually to the surrounding views and gardens.  This was a study in
providing a different kind of hotel accommodation that provided a direct
connection to the environment with a sense of privacy from neighboring
guests.  The structural design separates units with a double wall and
individual mechanical systems.  Each unit has a central service core,
allowing open living spaces to be located along the perimeter.  The space
is not a transient cave along the highway, but rather a comfortable home in
the canyon that one is reluctant to leave.

Project Manager / PD / DD / CD / CO
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Desert Farmhouse
Stempel Residence & Studio

Virgin, Utah
1490 sf
2009

Built on an existing concrete block foundation on the grounds of an old
gravel crusher site, the simple yet dynamic home embodies low impact
development.  The design is based on loose-fit space planning and guided
by LEED principles for sustainable building.  With R-38 walls, calculated
shading devices and an Energy Recovery Ventilator, the home maintains
comfortable temperatures throughout the year and the diurnal cycle.
Recycled, reused and local materials were used throughout the home,
including salvaged factory flooring, beetle kill ponderosa pine siding from
the Kaibab Plateau and pioneer barn wood doors.  The home is a dialogue
between a refined modern artist from East Coast influences and the simple,
rustic, often harsh natural world of the Colorado Plateau.

DD / CD / CO / LEED
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Terraced Growth & Settlement
Kolob Mountain Ranch Equestrian Center

Virgin, Utah
10000 sf
Unbuilt

The KMR Equestrian Center sits atop the alpine Kolob Terrace,
overlooking the fingers of Zion Canyon and out towards the Arizona Strip
and Mojave Desert.  The stables nestle against an outcrop of volcanic rock
to create quiet and protected quarters for rest and training.  Reaching
upwards, the galleries surrounding the stables and training center bring in
natural light and offer alternate modes for observation.  Built from on site
pine trees and volcanic stone, the building is grounded in the earth and
opens to the sky and vistas.  The caretakers tower ascends into the
evergreen canopy to look out over the ranch buildings, expanse of solar
panels that power the campus and the descending terrace.

Project Manager / PD / DD
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Heliotropic Row House
RISD Solar Decathlon

Providence, RI / Washington, DC
800 sf
2005

The Solar Decathlon competition is based on several requirements of size,
performance, marketability and transportability.  The RISD entry was the
only entry in 2005 to take on a more urbane positioning to the "street"  The
building is entirely powered and heated by the sun, using photovoltaic
panels and evacuated tube thermal water heaters.  The exterior is clad in
UV ray sensitive vertical metal louvers that close to shade the house in the
summer or open to heat the house in the winter.  Considering a dense
setting where an open yard may not be feasible the house is designed with
a modular roof deck and garden with a guard lit by fiber optic rods.  The
home was designed and built in Providence, RI and then deconstructed
and transported to the National Mall in Washington, DC.   Along with 15
other college entries, the home was reassembled in 10 days and tested
and evaluated for performance and compliance with the competition
requirements.

Design Team / Construction Team / Roof Garden Lead


